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The Pillar and Ground of the Truth

Welcome:

Services:

The membership of Calvary Baptist Church
would like to thank you for visiting with us today.
We hope that the music and message will be a
blessing to you.
There are several ways to learn more about us.
Visit our web-site: http//idahobaptist.com. You can
also hear our services or watch past messages by
going to our Facebook page on your computer or
smart phone at “Calvary Independent Baptist
Church of Post Falls.” Also, many of our messages
can be heard on “sermonaudio.com/idahobaptist”.

Early Service – 10:00

Schedule:
Men’s Prayer Meeting – Saturday, 6:30 a.m.
Fellowship Sunday – Next Sunday; afternoon service
Bro. & Mrs. Vincent Troxel – May 30.
Family Camp – July 26-30.

To Mr. Marvin ...
If you consult the Bible, and calmly attend to the
voice of conscience, you will perceive, he is the
happy man who constantly keeps eternity in view,
and acts with a view to make all things somehow
subservient to the grand end of man’s creation, viz.
to glorify God and to enjoy His presence in a world
of bliss. This will lead us, not only to perform those
things which the law and gospel demand, but to
perform them with cheerfulness, and to bear the will
of God with due submission.
– Edmund Botsford (1745-1819)

If the Bible is right about ...
when and from where we came, then we better pay
close attention to what it says about where we are
going. The ultimate result of the idea of atheistic
evolution is that the Bible is not correct, and we
don’t need to pay attention to what it says about sin,
salvation and judgment.
– adapted

Our Statement of Faith
“The Church”
Morning Service – 11:00 a.m. Proverbs 17:7-28
“ Wisdom and the Fool”
Evening Service – 6:00 p.m.
Brother Fulton
Wednesday Bible Study – 7:00 p.m Bro. Oldfield

We hear much of the ...
invisible church as contra-distinguished from the
church visible. Of an invisible church in this world I
know nothing: the Word of God says nothing: nor
can anything of the kind exist, except in the brain of
a heretic. The church is a body: but what sort of a
body is that which can neither be seen nor identified?
A body is an organism, occupying space and having
a definite locality. A mere aggregation is not a body:
there must be organization as well. A heap of heads,
hands, feet and other members would not make a
body: they must be united in a system, each in its
proper place and pervaded by a common life. So a
collection of stones, bricks, and timber would not be
a house: the material must be built up together, in
artistic order, adapted to utility. So a mass of roots,
trunks and branches would not be a vine or a tree.
The several parts must be developed according to the
laws of nature from the same seed and nourished by
the same sap.
– Joseph Cross (Episcopalian)

Matthew Henry says ...
“This is a rule of providence in the management of
household affairs. We must prefer necessities before
luxuries, and not lay that out for show which should
be expended for the support of the family.” Alas, in
this degenerate age so many young couples want to
start where their parents ended, and then feel they
must imitate their godless neighbors in various
extravagancies.
– Arthur Pink

Family Policy Alliance ...

Baptists are a self-governing ...

of Idaho, a pro-family ministry, applauds Gov. Brad
Little for signing the Heartbeat Bill (H366). The bill
passed both legislative chambers with veto-proof
super-majorities earlier this month.
The Fetal Heartbeat Pre-born Child Protection
Act, would protect the right to life of pre-born
children with a detectable heartbeat. Doctors can
easily find a fetal heartbeat as early as six weeks of
gestational age through commonly available medical
technologies like ultrasonography.
The medical community has found that 95
percent of preborn children with a fetal heartbeat
detected early in the pregnancy will survive to term.
Obstetricians consider fetal heart activity to be an
important milestone in prenatal development and
routinely run tests to determine heart rate as an
important indicator of a pre-born child’s health.
“Gov. Brad Little showed that Idaho recognizes
the value of every pre-born life when he signed the
Heartbeat Bill this morning. We are proud that Idaho
can be added to the list of pro-life states leading the
charge in offering legal protection for our youngest
and most defenseless residents. The action taken
today by Gov. Brad Little will ultimately save
thousands of precious lives.
“This Heartbeat Bill is constitutionally,
scientifically, and morally sound. And thanks to
modern medical technology, every new parent now
knows the excitement of first hearing their son or
daughter’s heartbeat during early prenatal check-ups.
This explains why a reputable national poll found
that nearly 70 percent of Americans – including 55
percent of Democrats – support this life-affirming
legislation. Preborn babies with beating hearts
deserve the same constitutional right to life accorded
to any other living person.”
– Blaine Conzatti

self-propagating and self supporting people, when
they follow the Bible. Where subsidies thrive, selfsupport dies. Where enlistment thrives, missions die.
Where handed-down budgets thrive, local self
government dies. Where overhead expenses multiply,
contributions dwindle. Where [humanistic] education
is magnified the gospel of grace, which is the child of
humility, is unknown. Where standardization is
supreme, the Lord Jesus is dethroned. Where
[humanistic] education is the standard, the head is the
main thing, mind is master, faith is only a form of
intellectual assent and heresies prosper. Back to the
Bible should be the watch word of Baptists
everywhere.
– H. Boyce Taylor (1870-1932)

Because of Mount St. Helen’s ...
eruption, scientists know that sedimentary rock layers
and steep-walled canyons can form in only hours.
Fast layering, fast hardening, and fast canyon carving
from Mount St. Helens make the world’s layers,
rocks, and canyons look young. One doesn't need
vast time to explain these Earth features – just vast
water. Of course, Scripture told us all along about
this water, saying, “For this they willingly are
ignorant of, that by the word of God the heavens
were of old, and the earth standing out of the water
and in the water: Whereby the world that then was,
being overflowed with water, perished” (2 Peter 3:56).
– Institute of Creation Research

Simlai, a rabbi ...
of the 3rd century, numbered the Bible’s commands at
613. He divided them into 365 prohibitions and 248
positive concepts.
– M. R. Wilson

Spurgeon’s Proverbs ...
Humble we must be if to heaven we go: high is its
roof, but yet its gate is quite low.
I cannot swallow the sea for the sake of the fish.
“I don’t care” is a deadly snare.
I saw an honest lawyer and a white crow.
Idle bodies are generally busybodies.
Idle brains are addles brains.
Idle people are dead people that you can’t bury.
Idle young, needy old.

“I know you’re a new Christian, and you long for Heaven,
but speeding is not the best way to get there.”

